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Thanksgiving Writing

Everyone is thankful for many things. That includes me as well. Thanksgiving is a

holiday that comes on every fourth Thursday of November. On this day and also around the time

of this day meaning the first two weeks before the holiday we reflect on what we are thankful

for. You do activities in school, there are companies that work on donating things for the poor,

you can donate money to give to the poor, and many more great and amazing things.

After the day of Thanksgiving, many people start decorating for the holiday season. Also

after Thanksgiving comes Black Friday and Cyber Monday. Black Friday is the Friday after

every Thanksgiving. Black Friday is a day where there are many sales in stores and when people

do lots of holiday shopping. Cyber Monday is the Monday after every Thanksgiving and Black

Friday, on this day there are lots of great deals online almost like Black Friday but the deals are

online.

Now, of course, I am grateful for many things, maybe even more than others. Many

people almost have the same things that they are grateful for. I am grateful for my mother, my

education, my house, my bedroom, my sister, my Nonna, My Nonno, the rest of my family, my

clothes, my materials, my resources such as the internet, and I say such as the internet because

back then when my mother went to school there was no internet to find any answers. And many

more amazing things.
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Thanksgiving is a very special holiday and is celebrated all over the world on

Thanksgiving and right after the holiday season starts. I personally love Thanksgiving and the

start of the holiday season myself. Do you like Thanksgiving, do you celebrate it?


